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What it is recreational and comercial

fishery?

• According ICES 2013 definition 
recreational fishing is the capture or 
attempted capture of living aquatic 
resources mainly for leisure and/or 
personal consumption. 

• This covers active fishing methods 
including line, spear, hand–
gathering and passive fishing 
methods including nets, traps, pots, 
and set–lines”.

• Total amount of recreational fishery 
catch  is unknown



What it is recreational and

comercial fishery ?

Commercial fishing is the activity 

of catching fish and 

other seafood  for commercial 

profit, mostly from wild fisheries. 

It provides a large quantity of 

food to a small amount of 

countries around the earth, but 

those who practice it as an 

industry must often pursue fish 

far into the ocean under adverse 

conditions. Large-scale 

commercial fishing is also known 

as industrial fishing.

Total amount of landed fish is 

about 90 million tones last years.



Fishing areas in the
Lithuanian coastal waters

- Lithuanian coastal area in 12 nautical miles zone for
coastal comercial fishery is divided in to 29 small
areas.

- In Lithuanian economical zone is no any
administrative geografical restrictions.

- For the recraetional fishery (angling) it is no
administrative restrictions except river mounths
during the salmon and sea trout migration.



Fish resources in the Lithuanian 

coastal zone

- Over 48 freshwater fish species are found on the 
Lithuanian coast (Repečka et al. 1998).
- According to research survey data (2016) 29 fish 
species were caught in the Baltic Sea coastline.
- Flounder, smelt, herring and round goby were the 
most abundant fish species, the part in the total catch 
was 91.4% by numbers  and 77.8% by  biomass. 
- The part of of migratory fish by biomass was 
estimated in average 17.4%. 



Comercial catches in Lithuanian 

economical zone
-The annual value of commercial catches in the open

Baltic Sea ranges from 4 to 6.5 million euro/year.   

- Considering that the fish landed in Lithuania generates
added value, and including the value of the fixed assets, 
the importance of the fishing sector in the open Baltic Sea
for the Lithuanian economy could be estimated from 15 
to 27 million euros, depending on the catches.



- the significance of commercial fishery in the Baltic Sea
coast for the Lithuanian economy should be estimated at 3.5 
to 5 million EUR.
- the significance of recreational fishery in the Baltic Sea
coast for the Lithuanian economy should be estimated is at 
least 1,7 million Eur. 
-As the importance of angling for the local coastal economy 
in generally is quite significant, anglers organizations rightly 
demand that they can expand their activities in the Baltic 
Sea coast. 

Comercial catches in Lithuanian coastal

zone



Number of permits (licences)
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• Survey‘s data (2005,2007): 
somewhere between 1700 - 5100 
tons.  

• Estimating all survey‘s and research
reports data - anglers catches varies
somewhere between 1700 and 2960 
tons/year.

• In year 2017 is prepared a rules how
to estimate anglers (recreational) 
catches of fish according the data 
requirements from ICES.

Real estimated anglers (recreational) catches
in Lithuania



Total salmon and sea trout smolt production 
and number of licenses sold in Lithuanian 

rivers. 
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Development of salmon trolling in

Lithuania



Anglers Salmon catches in the Baltic sea

Lithuanian waters



Cod recreational catches in Lithuanian 

economical waters



Possibility of conflicts

- the main source of income for Lithuanian comercial fishing
in the Baltic Sea economic zone is sprat, which is not an 
anglers fishing object,
- the fishing opportunities for cod and especially salmon are 
not fully utilized by Lithuanian fisherman‘s, 
- angling has no negative economic impact on the 
commercial fishing in the Baltic Sea Lithuanian economic 
zone,
-the possibility of conflicts in this part of Lithuanian Baltic 
sea waters is very low



-. The greatest probability of conflict among comercial
fishery and angling is on the coast of the Baltic Sea, 
- but it involves only a small part of the fishing community 
(about 3 percent). 
- In order to minimize conflicts between comercial and
recreational fishery, it should be appropriate to allocate 
fishing opportunities on the basis of the importance of 
Baltic sea coast areas for commercial and recreational
fishery and the size of smal fishing comapnies income from 
commercial fishing on the Baltic Sea coast.

Possibility of conflicts



Conclusions
1. In order to minimize conflicts between 

comercial and recreational fishery, all 
players should be ready to reallocate 
fishing opportunities,

2. The basis for that should be the 
sustainability of fish stocks, 

3. The availability of places for angling in  
Baltic sea coast areas,

4. The income level of of small private fishing 
comapanies on the Baltic Sea coast.

5. Nature and fish stock  protection in the 
coastal areas 



Thanks for your 
listening 
And questions ?


